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prologue
inspiration behind the 
film....
We have been trying to find a metaphor to make a 
film which questions why we do the things we do.  
The rise in global terrorism has changed the land-
scape around us and therefore we feel resistance 
movements are the perfect vehicle for this film.  To 
jog the audience’s memory, the film uses in its narra-
tive events, which have occurred in Chechnya in the 
recent past to give the viewers a feeling of ‘we have 
heard of this’ or ‘seen this before,’ but have we?

A human being is above any concept or religion 
and in the name of Allah, in the name of Christ or, 
even in the name of truth, nothing can or should 
justify violence. We need to see what we do to be 
able to show future generations the mistakes we 
make. Everyone is a human being like the rest of us, 
but what’s important is that we show what human 
beings are capable of.

On another level the film is a personal story about 
a journalist who has lost all his desire for life yet 
somehow through his harrowing experiences is 
able to discover his zest for life. Upon realising that 
he has to look after an orphaned child, it is this 
responsibility that he feels for the child that lies at 
the heart of the story – who is responsible for our 
children, if not us.

what makes people  
take up arms? 
People have had enough. People just like you and 
me have taken up arms because they have lost 
someone in the Chechen war. Young people see it 
as their duty to take up arms to avenge the death 
of their next of kin.

They arrive at Vakha’s house, a former Chechen 
freedom fighter living near the border with his 
granddaughter. Akhmad leaves behind a large 
armaments cache at his house. Chris gradually 
understands Akhmad’s grievances against the Rus-
sians after witnessing the brutality and the destruc-
tion caused by the Russians in Chechnya.

When the group arrives at Mohammed’s camp, 
they find it scorched. In his rage, Akhmad seizes a 
hospital building in a Chechen village and demands 
the release of his father. When he finds out that his 
father is dead, Akhmad loses control and kills some 
of the hostages and demands the return of his 
father’s body and a bus for their getaway. 

what would you do if you were in their situation?
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about assignment
Christian, a highly acclaimed film documentarian, facing the 
trials and tribulations of life is in constant need of filling the 
emptiness which resides in him ever since his young son 
died. After finishing their documentary in Georgia Chris and 
his cinematographer Robert are on their way to the airport 
when they are suddenly kidnapped and held hostage by 
Akhmad and his Chechen rebels. They are caught in their 
Jihad against the Russians and set an ASSIGNMENT - they 
have to film Akhmad’s war with the Russians!!

project details
Current Status: FINANCING

Script Status: FINAL DRAFT

Language: ENGLISH (Chechen | Russian | German)

Locations set in: GERMANY | GEORGIA | CHECHNYA

Shooting Locations: GERMANY & GEORGIA

Genre:  PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR DRAMA

Target Audience: M/F 15 PLUS with core of 15 - 59

Producers: MARCO GILLES & MARIA PAZOUKHINE

Director: NEIL BELL

Screenplay: IGOR HERTZEV & NEIL BELL

DOP: ULF BRANTÅS

Cast: ADRIEN BRODY as ROBERT

 THOMAS KRETSCHMANN as CHRISTIAN

 GOSHA KUTSENKO as AKHMAD

Production: 2017

Delivery: 2018

Budget: 2.3 MILLION EUROS

gosHa KutsenKo 
dob: 1967

- Night Watch (2004)

- Paragraph 78 (2007)

- The Darkest Hour (2011)

tHomas KretscHmann 
dob: 1962

- The Pianist (2002)

- King Kong (2005)

- Stalingrad (2013)

tHe cast
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Some year’s back, Chris lost his desire to live after 
his son died and began to drink. Despite his alcoho-
lism, Chris, a journalist of the German TV channel 
“Choice”, has a good career. His wife, Ingrid wants 
to adopt a child, but Chris is not sure. 

Chris travels to a refugee camp outside Tbilisi 
accompanied by his camera operator Robert to film 
the refugees living at the camp. Upon returning to 
his Tbilisi hotel, Chris accidentally meets Akhmad, a 
Chechen rebel who suggests to Chris that he make 
a film to show the injustices of the Chechen war, but 
Chris declines as he on his way back to Cologne. 

On their way to the airport they are suddenly kid-
napped by Chechen rebels upon Akhmad’s orders 
and taken to a training camp in Georgia. There and 
now dressed in camouflage they meet Akhmad 
once again as he now re-introduces himself as their 
new producer. 

They travel to Chechnya through the Caucuses to 
support the group headed by Akhmad’s father, Mo-
hammed. They cross the Chechen-Georgian border 
in the dead of night, continuing to travel through 
forests and several destroyed villages. In one such 
village they are ambushed by Russian soldiers and 
Chris accidentally kills a Russian soldier.

They arrive at Vakha’s house, a former Chechen 
freedom fighter living with his granddaughter near 
the Georgian border. Akhmad leaves behind a large 
armaments cache at his house. Chris gradually 
understands Akhmad’s grievances against the Rus-
sians after witnessing the brutality and the destruc-
tion caused by the Russians in Chechnya. When the 
group arrives at Mohammed’s camp, they find it 

scorched. In his rage, Akhmad seizes a hospital buil-
ding in a Chechen village and demands the release 
of his father. When he finds out that his father is 
dead, Akhmad loses control and kills some of the 
hostages and demands the return of his father’s 
body and a bus for their getaway. 

Taking the remaining hostages with them they 
board the bus and escape. Upon entering the edge 
of a forest, they are ambushed and the bus over-
turns. They leave the hostages in the bus and run 
into the forest. Akhmad and Chris continue running 
into the forest, but Akhmad suffering from a fatal 
gunshot wound dies. Chris films him as he dies and 
buries him.

Exhausted, Chris follows the trail back to the Che-
chen Georgian border and after some time arrives 
back at Vakha’s house. Vakha welcomes Chris to 
his house. Vakha does not understand English and 
Chris understands neither Chechen nor Russian. 
Despite this, Chris learns that Vakha lost his child-
ren in the war. He has his granddaughter left now 
and damns the war. Chris tells him about how he 
lost his son. 

The Russian militia eager to find Chris’ film footage 
track him to the house the next day. Aizani, Vakha’s 
granddaughter hides Chris in the woods, but the mi-
litia find the hidden ammunition left at the house by 
Akhmad and Chris’ hard drive and memory sticks. 
Vakha argues with the soldiers and they kill him.

Chris buries Vakha and leaves with Aizani for the 
Georgian border.

synopsis
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georgia  
location pHotos
Clockwise from top left:

•	 Road to Chechnya

•	 Police post

•	 Vakha’s house

•	 Road to Tbilisi
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writer
Russian writer Igor Hertzev was a  participant at the 2005 BERLINALE TALENT CAMPUS. 
His previous feature and short film scripts were screened at numerous festivals and won 
several prizes around the world. 

co-writer, co-producer & director
English director Neil Bell has directed and produced several shorts and documentaries 
which have been shown at several film festivals. He has also won and been nominated for a 
BAFTA. THE ASSIGNMENT will be his debut feature.

producers
German	producers	Maria	Pazoukhine	and	Marco	Gilles,	gilles∙mann	filmproduktion,	have	
produced several international co-productions including “Bibliotheque Pascal” which was 
the Hungarian entry at the ACADEMY AWARDS in 2011. They have worked internationally 
with acclaimed directors such as Stephen Frears and film stars such as Michelle Pfeiffer, 
Whoopi Goldberg and Juliette Lewis. They both attended the Filmakademie Baden-Würt-
temberg. Short films and short animation produced by Maria and Marco have won awards 
all around the globe and were screened at more than 400 film festivals in more than 60 
countries, including Cannes, Berlin and Venice.

co-producer
Georgian producer Vladimir Katacharava has participated at several training programmes 
including EAVE and PRODUCERS ON THE MOVE. His upcoming film ‘EPIC’ is a Georgian, 
Russian, German and UK co-production.

co-producer
Russian producer Marina Kozhevnikova is a recent EAVE participant. Based in Moscow, Ma-
rina has been involved in co-productions for over twelve years and in films for over nineteen 
either as an actress, exec. producer or producer.

personnel
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what they have said
‘... the basis of a timely and relevant story with strong market potential.’ - tHe script connection (uK). 

‘an exciting story and it will most certainly be a thrilling film.’ - gunnar carlsson (swedish television)

‘We believe the project contains the right elements to appeal to an international audience and has potential to bcome 
commercially successful worlwide.’ - HigH point media group  (sales agent uK).

‘in the past decade of conflict in chechnya has become a haven for racketeers who profit from oil thefts,, kidnappings 
and embezzelements of state funds allocated to help rebuild the devastated republic.’ - bbc neWs (uK)

about us
gilles mann produKtion is based in cologne, germany, gilles∙mann filmproduktion develops and produces both 
national and international motion pictures including made for tV and theatrical releases. managing partners are 
marco gilles and daniel mann.
20 step productions was formed out of independent film projects in 2011 and is based in tbilisi, georgia. 
they are producing a short animated film, a short film and their first european feature co-production to be released at 
theatres in 2014.

rabotat is an independent film production company based in sweden. rabotat has produced many short films and 
documentaries and this would be their debut feature production. ‘tHe assignment’ was developed at the mfi and 
Katapult workshops of the eu media programme with assistance from film i skåne.

contact
G I L L E S  •  M A N N  F I L M P R O D U K T I O N ,  A m  C o l o n e u m  1 ,  5 0 8 2 9  K ö l n ,  G E R M A N Y 
PHONE: +49 (221) 355 855-41, MOBILE: +49 [176] 66834235, FAX: +49 (221) 355 855-49 e-Mail: gilles@gilles-mann.de


